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PRESENT  

 

Professor Mary Bownes(MB)   Convenor 
Prof Sarah Cunningham-Burley (SC-B)  The University of Edinburgh 

Dr Laura Wicks (LW)    Heriot-Watt University 
Prof Bill Buchanan (BB)    Edinburgh Napier University 
Dawn Smith (DS)    Edinburgh Napier University 
Dr Christine Angus (CA)    Our Dynamic Earth (for Hermione Cockburn) 
Sophie Dow (SD)     Mindroom 
Donald Jarvie (DJ)    Scotland’s Futures Forum 
Lara Isbel (LI)     Institute for Academic Development (for Jon Turner) 
Dr Heather Rea (HJR)    Beltane Public Engagement Network 
Dr Sarah Anderson (SA)    Beltane Public Engagement Network 
Dr Elizabeth Scanlon (ES)   Beltane Public Engagement Network 
 

APOLOGIES  

Kim Gilchrist (KG)    Queen Margaret University 
Prof Charlie Jeffrey (CJ)    Deputy Convenor 
Prof Lesley McAra (LM)    College of Humanities and Social Science 
Stuart Dunbar (SD)    College of Science and Engineering 
Dr Jon Turner (JT)    Institute for Academic Development 
Hermione Cockburn (HC)   Our Dynamic Earth 

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION 

Attendees welcomed to February 2016 Beltane Advisory Group, followed by introductions as there has been quite a 
change around in people from last meeting. 

ACTIONS RESULTING FROM THE LAST MEETING (DOCUMENT A) 

SD clarified the number quoted as footfall in her update as being based on an average of 110,000 per month in St 
Andrews Square rather than specifically for the mindroom exhibition. 

No other issues outstanding or to flag up. 

NOTE ON CHANGE IN MEMBERSHIP AND STAFFING (DOCUMENT B) 

No questions or comments. 
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STRATEGIC PLANS FOR FUTURE OF BELTANE (DOCUMENT C) 

Paper C aims to evaluate where we are and to prompt a discussion between all partners about what people want 

going forward. It summarizes activity and output and the advisory group were invited to comment on/add to this: 

 The Beltane has been hosted by the IAD over the past 4 years, funded by all 4 Universities in Edinburgh. 

 The core team are funded for 1 more year but there is an opportunity in 2016 renegotiate, renew or 

relinquish commitments to the partnership model and future activities. Landscapes have changed going 

forwards and PE positions have been created at HWU and ENU, are we ready to step back now? 

 The current business model is based on funding from partners, recovery costs for training, 

consultancy/bespoke courses and external funding. Costs are now just about covered but annual 

fundraising takes time and effort away from supporting more activity. 

 Fellowships – previously bought out time but funding has come to an end so we need to have a 

discussion about this. There may be a small pot of project funding instead. Fellows will be asked to 

provide evidence of outcomes. 

 Training could be handed over to partners to take forward and there could be a better balance from 

partner Universities at and in the organization of networking events. 

 Cabaret of Dangerous Ideas (CoDI) - this year we have more demand than slots for shows and will 

manage this by choosing ideas that fit the brief best (are dangerous), maybe ask some people to partner 

up and expect some drop-outs. CoDI is spreading to Glasgow Caledonian University and Dunbar SciFest. 

Discussion: 

 (DJ) The purpose of Scotland’s futures forum is to bring fresh thinking into the Parliament and 

acknowledge and try to bridge the gap in knowledge between academics and Parliament. A highlight is 

Graham Turners’ work to support implementation of Scottish British Sign Language Bill which caught the 

imagination of the people in the Parliament. The relationship with Beltane is a genuine partnership 

which has evolved and there is a continuing role for Beltane to establish things going forward. 

 In terms of additional activities from the Beltane team, Vlogging could be a way to present ideas from 

conversations with people over the 8 years (HJR) and publishing would be valuable (SA). 

 (SCB) Public Engagement is part and parcel of what academics need to/should do. Need support behind 

the scenes from people at the top of their game i.e. Beltane doing cutting edge work to inspire others. 

 (BB) ENU is still in the early phases of embedded PE in culture and has at least 1 or 2 years of change to 

go through.  

 (DS) Researchers at ENU have indicated that training is important and that they like Beltane training as 

it’s’ something a bit different. There are clear benefits in doing training collaboratively. Some 

opportunities have not been taken advantage of yet (because there hasn’t previously been central 

support for PE) benefits of shared platform and time is ripe for working with Beltane. Potentially a 

tipping point to do more with Beltane and do more PE generally. Looking at new forms of PE co-

production. 

 (LW) HWU is slightly further on than ENU with respect to embedding PE in culture as there has been a 

central PE post for 3 years now. However, structural and staff changes means there is currently no direct 

senior champion for HW Engage although the  new Head of Research and Enterprise Services who is 

keen. Meetings set up in the next few months. Have own training programme but joint training and 

ventures really useful. 
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 It was agreed that the issue going forward is partly about funding, and partly about commitment. At this 

point partners need to make a choice and commit to a permanent or rolling agreement. 

 The partners need justification. Some of the benefits have been unexpected, such as with reputation 

with funders, and hard to quantify.  The Beltane team need help in gathering evidence.  This needs 

reflection but a decision needs to be made before six months. 

AGREED ACTIONS 

 HJR to add suggested models of future scenarios for Doc C including what would be involved and the balance 

from 4 institutions. Proposed models: 

1. Continue as we are 

2. Devolve all the work 

3. Devolve some of the work 

4. Not continuing in partnership 

 Partners (DS/BB, LW/KP, KG, SC-B, SD, LM) to discuss options with others at their Institutions/Colleges and 

add to Doc C. 

OTHER UPDATES FROM ADVISORY GROUP MEMBERS 

 

 DS: 

 New in post (Public Engagement Officer at Edinburgh Napier University) 

 Focusing on finding out what’s going on and getting people more excited about PE 

 Some internal events and tying up PE with exciting research-leading activity 

 

SD: 

 Mindroom = very small charity founded 15-16 years ago to create awareness re: learning difficulties. 

 Vision is to put together research, education and clinical outreach. 

 £5M donation from Alastair Salvesen 

 Wonderful feedback from outdoor exhibition (see minutes from last meeting) – Neuroscientist at the 

University of Oxford now doing the same. 

 Writing a book (in Swedish) about the journey with her daughter featuring geneticist David Fitzpatrick 

 Did a TED talk through Beltane - an interesting and humbling experience. Great format but hard not having a 

script and felt very exposed on stage. 

 

SA: 

 Back from mat leave 

 If you hear of anyone who would like to do anything at the end of September for Explorathon/EU 

Researchers’ night let us know (we need lots for the programme) 

 Other updates covered by HR 

 

CA: 

 Our Dynamic Earth does PE in its broadest sense (traditional audience = kids) 

 Diversified in the past year or so and now have a big community programme and an impetus to do more 

focused and more specialised PE (e.g. guest speakers and evening sessions) 
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 Looking for researchers to come in and talk to their visitors 

 

HJR (on behalf of LW who had to leave early): 

 HW Engage helped a lot with Explorathon in 2015 

 Big event linked to the Year of Light 

 Period of reflection now and will start a new programme 

 

DJ 

 Wellbeing MOOC progressing well 

 Engaging all Scottish universities through a consortium (6 monthly meetings, Aberdeen in April 2016) 

 Outwith existing Beltane links there is a focus on looking through various lenses at ‘What a civilised cultural 

Scotland would be like’ - potential opportunities to work with Beltane on this. 

 New MSPs coming in in May and new powers coming to the Scottish Parliament so there is a need to get 

expertise in these areas (from Universities). SPICE won’t be expanded. 

 

SC-B 

 PE is quite embedded at the research institute level with various activities 

 Working up strategy on ‘what does it mean to do PE in an era of open research?’ 

DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

To be arranged in the next 6 months. 

 

Prepared by Liz Scanlon 

February 2016 

 


